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manna therein, and lay it up before the Lord, to be kept
for your generations.'"
These artificial associations tell against, rather than
for, the Biblical origin of the vessel-symbolism. In favour
of the possibility of an extra-Biblical origin, we have the
undeniable fact that the medieval hymn to Mary boldly
borrows its similes from everywhere, and practically every-
thing that is in any way precious is associated with the
Virgin. The fact that the vessel-symbol is certainly very
ancient1—it springs from the period of the third and
fourth centuries—does not argue-against its worldly origin,
since even the Fathers inclined towards extra-Biblical,
"heathenish" similes; as for instance Tertullians, St
Augustine3, and others, who compared the Virgin with
the earth still undefiled and the unploughed field, certainly
.not without an obvious side glance towards Kore * of the
mysteries. Such comparisons were moulded upon pagan
models just as Cumont has shown in the early medieval
ecclesiastical book - illustration in the case of Elijah's
ascension into Heaven, which holds closely to an antique
Mithraic prototype. In usages innumerable, of which not
i The magic cauldron of the Celtic mythology is further evidence
of the vigorous pagan root that contributed to the vessel symbolism.
Dagda, one of the benevolent gods of ancient Ireland, has such a
cauldron, which fills everybody with food according to his needs or
merits. The Celtic god Bran also possesses the cauldron of renovation,
It has even been suggested that the name Brons, one of the figures
of the Grail legend, is really a development of this Bran, Alfred Nutt
considers that Bran, lord of the cauldron, and Brons, are steps in the
transformation of the Celtic Peredur Saga into the quest of the Holy
Grail. It would seem, therefore, that the Grail motives already existed
in Celtic mythology. I am indebted to Dr Maurice Nicoll, of London,
for the above allusions.
* " Ula terra virgo nondum pluviis rigata nee imbribus foecun-
data, &c." ("This virgin land has not been watered by rain nor
fertilized by showers ").
» " Veritas de terra orta est, quia Christus de Virgine natus est"
{" Truth is horn of the earth, because Christ was born of the Virgin ".)
4 Kore—Virgin-goddess, identical with Sophia of the Gnosis,   Cf
W. Bousset, Hauptprobleme der Gnosis.    1907.

